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EFB - LILLY SAGE
"A resistance novel for our
time." - The New York
Times "A hopeful story
about recovery, empathy,
and the bravery of young
people." - Booklist "This
well-crafted and suspenseful novel touches on the
topics of refugees and immigrant integration, terrorism, Islam, Islamophobia, and the Syrian war
with sensitivity and
grace." - Kirkus, Starred
Review Fourteen-year-old
Ahmed is stuck in a city
that wants nothing to do
with him. Newly arrived in
Brussels, Belgium, Ahmed
ﬂed a life of uncertainty
and suﬀering in Aleppo,
Syria, only to lose his father on the perilous journey to the shores of Eu-

rope. Now Ahmed’s struggling to get by on his own,
but with no one left to
trust and nowhere to go,
he’s starting to lose hope.
Then he meets Max, a thirteen-year-old American
boy from Washington,
D.C. Lonely and homesick,
Max is struggling at his
new school and just can’t
seem to do anything right.
But with one startling discovery, Max and Ahmed’s
lives collide and a friendship begins to grow. Together, Max and Ahmed
will defy the odds, learning from each other what
it means to be brave and
how hope can change
your destiny. Set against
the backdrop of the Syrian
refugee crisis, award-winning author of Jepp, Who
Deﬁed the Stars Katherine

Marsh delivers a gripping,
heartwarming story of resilience, friendship and everyday heroes. Barbara O'Connor, author of Wish
and Wonderland, says
"Move Nowhere Boy to
the top of your to-be-read
pile immediately."
One day Sophie comes
home from school to ﬁnd
two questions in her mail:
"Who are you?" and
"Where does the world
come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in
a correspondence course
with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein
Gaarder's unique novel,
which is not only a mystery, but also a complete
and entertaining history
of philosophy.
Teacher guides include insights, helps, and weekly
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exams, as well as answer
keys to easily grade
course materials! Help
make your educational
program better - use a
convenient teacher guide
to have tests, answer
keys, and concepts! An essential addition for your
coursework - team your
student book with his convenient teacher guide
ﬁlled with testing materials, chapter helps, and
essential ways to extend
the learning program.
From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, Words of
Radiance, Book Two of the
Stormlight Archive, continues the immersive fantasy
epic that The Way of
Kings began. Expected by
his enemies to die the miserable death of a military
slave, Kaladin survived to
be given command of the
royal bodyguards, a controversial ﬁrst for a low-status "darkeyes." Now he
must protect the king and
Dalinar from every common peril as well as the
distinctly uncommon
threat of the Assassin, all
while secretly struggling
to master remarkable new
powers that are somehow
linked to his honorspren,
Syl. The Assassin, Szeth,
is active again, murdering
rulers all over the world of
Roshar, using his baﬄing
powers to thwart every
bodyguard and elude all
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pursuers. Among his
prime targets is Highprince Dalinar, widely considered the power behind
the Alethi throne. His leading role in the war would
seem reason enough, but
the Assassin's master has
much deeper motives. Brilliant but troubled Shallan
strives along a parallel
path. Despite being broken in ways she refuses to
acknowledge, she bears a
terrible burden: to somehow prevent the return of
the legendary Voidbringers and the civilization-ending Desolation
that will follow. The secrets she needs can be
found at the Shattered
Plains, but just arriving
there proves more diﬃcult
than she could have
imagined. Meanwhile, at
the heart of the Shattered
Plains, the Parshendi are
making an epochal decision. Hard pressed by
years of Alethi attacks,
their numbers ever shrinking, they are convinced by
their war leader, Eshonai,
to risk everything on a
desperate gamble with
the very supernatural
forces they once ﬂed. The
possible consequences for
Parshendi and humans
alike, indeed, for Roshar itself, are as dangerous as
they are incalculable.
Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight

Archive The Way of Kings
Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension
The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne
series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of
Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other
Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz
vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The Scrivener's
Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens
The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Fireﬁght
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The third in Robert
Greene's bestselling series is now available in a
pocket sized concise edition. Following 48 Laws of
Power and The Art of Seduction, here is a brilliant
distillation of the strategies of war to help you
wage triumphant battles
everyday. Spanning world
civilisations, and synthesising dozens of political,
philosophical, and religious texts, The Concise
33 Strategies of War is a
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guide to the subtle social
game of everyday life.
Based on profound and
timeless lessons, it is
abundantly illustrated
with examples of the genius and folly of everyone
from Napoleon to Margaret Thatcher and Hannibal to Ulysses S. Grant, as
well as diplomats, captains of industry and Samurai swordsmen.
A riveting and powerful
story of an unforgiving
time, an unlikely friendship and an indestructible
love
In 1951, the brutal murder
of nineteen-year-old Marvin Cully transforms the
town of Mayﬂower, Florida, into a battleground as
violence erupts across the
state and the NAACP joins
in the eﬀorts to uncover
the killers.
The Routledge Companion
to Philosophy of Religion
is an indispensable guide
and reference source to
the major themes, movements, debates and topics
in philosophy of religion. A
team of renowned international contributors provide
sixty-ﬁve accessible entries organized into nine
clear parts: philosophical
issues in world religions
key ﬁgures in philosophy
of religion religious diversity the theistic conception
of God arguments for the
existence of God arguments against the exis-

tence of God philosophical
theology christian theism
recent topics in philosophy of religion. Covering
key world religions including Hinduism, Buddhism,
and Islam, and key ﬁgures
such as Augustine, Aquinas and Kierkegaard, the
book explores the central
topics in theism such as
the ontological, cosmological and teleological arguments for God's existence. Three ﬁnal parts
consider Catholicism,
Protestantism, Eastern orthodoxy and current debates including phenomenology, reformed epistemology, religious experience, and religion and science. This is essential
reading for anyone interested in philosophy, religion and related disciplines.
At no time in American history has an understanding
of the role and the art of
diplomacy in international
relations been more essential than it is today. Both
the history of U.S. diplomatic relations and the
current U.S. foreign policy
in the twenty-ﬁrst century
are major topics of study
and interest across the nation and around the world.
Spanning the entire history of American diplomacy—from the First Continental Congress to the
war on terrorism to the for-
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eign policy goals of the
twenty-ﬁrst
century—Guide to U.S. Foreign
Policy traces not only the
growth and development
of diplomatic policies and
traditions but also the
shifts in public opinion
that shape diplomatic
trends. This comprehensive, two-volume reference shows how the United States gained “the
strength of a giant” and also analyzes key world
events that have determined the United States’
changing relations with
other nations. The two volumes’ structure makes
the key concepts and issues accessible to researchers: The set is broken up into seven parts
that feature 40 topical
and historical chapters in
which expert writers cover
the diplomatic initiatives
of the United States from
colonial times through the
present day. Volume II’s
appendix showcases an A-to-Z handbook of diplomatic terms and concepts, organizations, events, and
issues in American foreign
policy. The appendix also
includes a master bibliography and a list of presidents; secretaries of
state, war, and defense;
and national security advisers and their terms of
service. This unique reference highlights the
changes in U.S. diplomatic
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policy as government administrations and world
events inﬂuenced national
decisions. Topics include
imperialism, economic diplomacy, environmental
diplomacy, foreign aid,
wartime negotiations,
presidential inﬂuence, NATO and its role in the twenty-ﬁrst century, and the response to terrorism. Additional featured topics include the inﬂuence of the
American two-party system, the impact of U.S.
elections, and the role of
the United States in international organizations.
Guide to U.S. Foreign Policy is the ﬁrst comprehensive reference work in this
ﬁeld that is both historical
and thematic. This work is
of immense value for researchers, students, and
others studying foreign
policy, international relations, and U.S history.
ABOUT THE EDITORS
Robert J. McMahon is the
Ralph D. Mershon Professor of History in the Mershon Center for International Security Studies at
The Ohio State University.
He is a leading historian
of American diplomatic history and is author of several books on U.S. foreign relations. Thomas W. Zeiler
is professor of history and
international aﬀairs at the
University of Colorado at
Boulder and is the executive editor of the journal
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Diplomatic History.
This haunting, heart-stopping middle grade novel
follows three of the Wolfskinder, German children
left to fend for themselves
in the ﬁnal days of World
War II, as they struggle to
hold onto themselves and
each other while surviving
in the wild. Sometimes it’s
good to be wild. Sometimes, you have to be.
When the Russian Army
marches into East Prussia
at the end of World War II,
the Wolf family must ﬂee.
Being caught by the Russians or Americans would
be the end for them. Liesl,
Otto, and baby Mia’s father has already been captured, and they get separated from their mother
in a blizzard after only a
few days on the run. Liesl
promised Mama that
she’d keep her brother
and sister safe, no matter
what. They’ll forage in the
forests if they have to. Little do they know at the
start that there are hundreds of other parentless
children doing the same
thing. And they far too
quickly learn that, sometimes, to survive, you
have to do bad things.
Dangerous things. Wild
things. Sometimes you
must become a wolf.
Tiﬀany Noboru has just
awakened from her death,
only to discover she has
been drafted into the Gar-

goyle Ghost Hunter Corps.
Soon she is ﬁghting jealous rivalries within her
own ranks, struggling to
unravel the mystery of
her recent death, and trying to avoid being killed a
second time by a maniacal ghost named Bones
who is seeking the destruction of the gargoyle
world. In this full-length
novel, appropriate for
teens and young adults, a
new twist on the role of
gargoyles is imaginatively
brought to life in spellbinding fashion. Woven into
the pages are twenty original works of art by Miimork, which breathe life
into this ghostly tale.
This guide provides supplementary instruction
and increases students'
chances for academic success by helping them get
the most out of their textbooks.
An instant #1 New York
Times Bestseller and a
USA Today and Indie Bestseller! The Stormlight
Archive saga continues in
Rhythm of War, the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's #1 New
York Times bestselling
Oathbringer, from an epic
fantasy writer at the top
of his game. After forming
a coalition of human resistance against the enemy
invasion, Dalinar Kholin
and his Knights Radiant
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have spent a year ﬁghting
a protracted, brutal war.
Neither side has gained
an advantage, and the
threat of a betrayal by
Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian looms over every
strategic move. Now, as
new technological discoveries by Navani Kholin’s
scholars begin to change
the face of the war, the enemy prepares a bold and
dangerous operation. The
arms race that follows will
challenge the very core of
the Radiant ideals, and potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower
that was once the heart of
their strength. At the
same time that Kaladin
Stormblessed must come
to grips with his changing
role within the Knights Radiant, his Windrunners
face their own problem:
As more and more deadly
enemy Fused awaken to
wage war, no more honorspren are willing to bond
with humans to increase
the number of Radiants.
Adolin and Shallan must
lead the coalition’s envoy
to the honorspren
stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either convince the spren to join the
cause against the evil god
Odium, or personally face
the storm of failure. Other
Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The
Stormlight Archive The
Way of Kings Words of Ra-

diance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer Rhythm of
War The Mistborn trilogy
Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension
The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne
series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of
Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other
Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz
vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The Scrivener's
Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens
The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Fireﬁght
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Provides sample questions and answers, recommended readings, maps,
and activities.
In love we ﬁnd out who
we want to be. In war we
ﬁnd out who we are.
FRANCE, 1939 In the quiet
village of Carriveau,
Vianne Mauriac says goodbye to her husband, Antoine, as he heads for the
Front. She doesn't believe
that the Nazis will invade
France...but invade they
do, in droves of marching
soldiers, in caravans of
trucks and tanks, in
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planes that ﬁll the skies
and drop bombs upon the
innocent. When a German
captain requisitions Vianne's home, she and her
daughter must live with
the enemy or lose everything. Without food or
money or hope, as danger
escalates all around them,
she is forced to make one
impossible choice after
another to keep her family alive. Vianne's sister, Isabelle, is a rebellious eighteen-year-old girl, searching for purpose with all
the reckless passion of
youth. While thousands of
Parisians march into the
unknown terrors of war,
she meets Gäetan, a partisan who believes the
French can ﬁght the Nazis
from within France, and
she falls in love as only
the young can...completely. But when he betrays
her, Isabelle joins the Resistance and never looks
back, risking her life time
and again to save others.
With courage, grace and
powerful insight, bestselling author Kristin Hannah captures the epic
panorama of WWII and illuminates an intimate part
of history seldom seen:
the women's war. The
Nightingale tells the stories of two sisters, separated by years and experience, by ideals, passion
and circumstance, each
embarking on her own
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dangerous path toward
survival, love, and freedom in German-occupied,
war-torn France--a heartbreakingly beautiful novel
that celebrates the resilience of the human spirit and the durability of women. It is a novel for everyone, a novel for a lifetime.
A History of World Societies introduces students
to the global past through
social history and the stories and voices of the people who lived it. Now published by Bedford/St. Martin's, and informed by the
latest scholarship, the
book has been thoroughly
revised with students in
mind to meet the needs of
the evolving course.
Proven to work in the
classroom, the book’s regional and comparative
approach helps students
understand the connections of global history
while providing a manageable organization. With
more global connections
and comparisons, more
documents, special features and activities that
teach historical analysis,
and an entirely new look,
the ninth edition is the
most teachable and accessible edition yet. Test
drive a chapter today.
Find out how.
Medieval Jewish philosophers have been studied
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extensively by modern
scholars, but even though
their philosophical thinking was often shaped by
their interpretation of the
Bible, relatively little attention has been paid to
them as biblical interpreters. In this study,
Robert Eisen breaks new
ground by analyzing how
six medieval Jewish philosophers approached the
Book of Job. These thinkers covered are Saadiah
Gaon, Moses Maimonides,
Samuel ibn Tibbon, Zerahiah Hen, Gersonides, and
Simon ben Zemah Duran.
Eisen explores each philosopher's reading of Job on
three levels: its relationship to interpretations of
Job by previous Jewish
philosophers, the way in
which it grapples with the
major diﬃculties in the
text, and its interaction
with the author's systematic philosophical thought.
Eisen also examines the
resonance between the
readings of Job of medieval Jewish philosophers
and those of modern biblical scholars. What
emerges is a portrait of a
school of Joban interpretation that was creative,
original, and at times surprisingly radical. Eisen
thus demonstrates that
medieval Jewish philosophers were serious exegetes whom scholars cannot aﬀord to ignore. By

bringing a previously-overlooked aspect of these
thinkers' work to light,
Eisen adds new depth to
our knowledge of both Jewish philosophy and biblical
interpretation.
The Routledge Companion
to Philosophy of Religion,
Second edition is an indispensable guide and reference source to the major
themes, movements, debates and topics in philosophy of religion. Considerably expanded for the
second edition, over seventy entries from a team
of renowned international
contributors are organized
into nine clear parts: philosophical issues in world religions key ﬁgures in philosophy of religion religious
diversity the theistic conception of God arguments
for the existence of God
arguments against the existence of God philosophical theology Christian theism recent topics in philosophy of religion.
A History of World Societies introduces students
to the global past through
social history and the stories and voices of the people who lived it. Now published by Bedford/St. Martin's, and informed by the
latest scholarship, the
book has been thoroughly
revised with students in
mind to meet the needs of
the evolving course.
Proven to work in the
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classroom, the book’s regional and comparative
approach helps students
understand the connections of global history
while providing a manageable organization. With
more global connections
and comparisons, more
documents, special features and activities that
teach historical analysis,
and an entirely new look,
the ninth edition is the
most teachable and accessible edition yet. Test
drive a chapter today.
Find out how. Download
samples of Chapter 12
and Chapter 16. Or, read
the preface.
Religion 121-122 This
manual is a resource to
help seminary teachers
prepare lessons from the
scriptures. It provides 160
lessons that contain teaching suggestions, doctrines
and principles, and scripture mastery helps. In addition, there are 32 lessons for teacher of home-study classes that correspond to The Book of Mormon Study Guide for
Home-Study Seminary Students.
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though
written in 1935, has become one of the treasures
of historical writing since
its ﬁrst publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold

over half a million copies,
and the book is available
worldwide in almost thirty
languages. Gombrich was
of course the best-known
art historian of his time,
and his text suggests illustrations on every page.
This illustrated edition of
the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity of his narrative
with the images that may
well have been in his
mind's eye as he wrote
the book. The two hundred illustrations—most of
them in full color—are not
simple embellishments,
though they are beautiful.
They emerge from the
text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the
pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this
edition the text is reset in
a spacious format, ﬂowing
around illustrations that
range from paintings to
line drawings, emblems,
motifs, and symbols. The
book incorporates freshly
drawn maps, a revised
preface, and a new index.
Blending high-grade design, ﬁne paper, and classic binding, this is both a
sumptuous gift book and
an enhanced edition of a
timeless account of human history.
National Jewish Book
Award Finalist "Rosner’s
exquisite, heart-rending
debut novel is proof that
there’s always going to be
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room for another story
about World War II....This
is an absolutely beautiful
and necessary novel, full
of heartbreak but also
hope, about the bond between mother and daughter, and the sacriﬁces
made for love." —The
New York Times In Poland,
as World War II rages, a
mother hides with her
young daughter, a musical prodigy whose slightest sound may cost them
their lives. As Nazi
soldiers round up the Jews
in their town, Róza and
her 5-year-old daughter,
Shira, ﬂee, seeking shelter in a neighbor’s barn.
Hidden in the hayloft day
and night, Shira struggles
to stay still and quiet, as
music pulses through her
and the farmyard outside
beckons. To soothe her
daughter and pass the
time, Róza tells her a story about a girl in an
enchanted garden: The
girl is forbidden from making a sound, so the yellow
bird sings. He sings whatever the girl composes in
her head: high-pitched
trills of piccolo; low-throated growls of contrabassoon. Music helps the ﬂowers bloom. In this make-believe world, Róza can
shield Shira from the horrors that surround them.
But the day comes when
their haven is no longer
safe, and Róza must make
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an impossible choice:
whether to keep Shira by
her side or give her the
chance to survive apart.
Inspired by the true stories of Jewish children hidden during World War II,
Jennifer Rosner’s debut is
a breathtaking novel
about the unbreakable
bond between a mother
and a daughter. Beautiful
and riveting, The Yellow
Bird Sings is a testament
to the triumph of hope—a
whispered story, a bird’s
song—in even the darkest
of times.
'Nigeria’s Resource Wars'
reﬂects on the diversity of
conﬂicts over access to,
and allocation of, resources in Nigeria. From
the devastating eﬀects of
crude oil exploration in
the Niger Delta to desertiﬁcation caused by climate change, and illegal
gold mining in Zamfara, to
mention a few, Nigeria
faces new dimensions of
resource-related struggles. The ravaging eﬀects
of these resource conﬂicts
between crop farmers and
Fulani herders in Nigeria’s
Middlebelt and states
across Southern Nigeria
call for urgent scholarly interventions; with the Fulani cattle breeders’ onslaught altering the histories of many Nigerian families through deaths, loss
of homes and investments, and permanent
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physical incapacity. Currently, there is an almost
total breakdown of interethnic relations, with
political commentators acknowledging that Nigeria
has never been so divided
as it presently is in its history. The struggles have
now degenerated into kidnaps, armed robbery, and
incessant targeted and
random killings across the
country; compounding the
already complex problem
of insecurity in Nigeria.
The chapters in this volume engage with these issues, presenting the diﬀerent arguments on resource conﬂicts in Nigeria.
They draw insights from
similar conﬂicts in Nigeria’s colonial/post-independence past and events
from around the world to
proﬀer possible solutions
to resource-related confrontations in Africa. By
oﬀering a collection of
diﬀerent intellectual perspectives on resource
conﬂicts in Nigeria, this
volume will be an important reference material for
understanding the diversity of thought patterns
that underpin the struggle
and policy approaches towards resolving conﬂict situations in Africa. This volume will be of considerable interest to scholars
of Africa, researchers in
the humanities, social sciences,
and
conﬂict

studies, and policymakers
interested in understanding the resource crisis in
Africa.
New friends and a mystery help Aven, thirteen,
adjust to middle school
and life at a dying western theme park in a new
state, where her being
born armless presents
many challenges.
This work is a new edition
of Thomas Jeﬀerson's literary commonplace book,
a notebook of his literary
and philosophical reading.
Unlike the only previous
edition, published in 1928,
it contains full annotation,
pertinent information on
the authors and works
commonplaced, and a rationale for dating the entries. Thus it is now possible to show that most of
the four hundred seven
passages were entered
when Jeﬀerson was a
young man, between the
ages of ﬁfteen and thirty.
As such, they reﬂect the
range of his literary interests from his school days
to about the time of his
marriage and involvement
in politics. As one of the
few surviving documents
from Jeﬀerson's early
years, this notebook assumes special importance
as a source of insight into
the least known period of
his life. In the introduction
the editor presents rea-
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sons for thinking that the
commonplace book was
more to Jeﬀerson than a
literary sampler and was
in some respects a deeply
personal notebook with direct connections to the
emotional events and preoccupations of his formative years. In addition to
the text and annotation,
the book contains a register of authors and an illustrated essay on Jeﬀerson's
handwriting that provides
the rationale for assigning
approximate dates to the
entries of the commonplace book. Originally published in 1989. The Princeton Legacy Library uses
the latest print-on-demand technology to again
make available previously
out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist
of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
these important books
while presenting them in
durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The
goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found
in the thousands of books
published by Princeton
University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Considered by many to be
mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient ﬁfth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological de-

vice that will allow her to
speak for the ﬁrst time.
Celaena has survived
deadly contests and shattering heartbreak-but at
an unspeakable cost.
Now, she must travel to a
new land to confront her
darkest truth . . . a truth
about her heritage that
could change her life-and
her future-forever. Meanwhile, brutal and monstrous forces are gathering on the horizon, intent
on enslaving her world.
Will Celaena ﬁnd the
strength to not only ﬁght
her inner demons, but to
take on the evil that is
about to be unleashed?
The bestselling series that
has captured readers all
over the world reaches
new heights in this sequel
to the New York Times
best-selling Crown of Midnight. Packed with heart-pounding action, ﬁerce
new characters, and
swoon-worthy romance,
this third book will enthrall readers from start
to ﬁnish.
The substantially updated
and revised Fifth Edition
of The SAGE Handbook of
Qualitative Research by
editors Norman K. Denzin
and Yvonna S. Lincoln presents the state-of-the-art
theory and practice of
qualitative inquiry. Representing top scholars from
around the world, the editors and contributors cont-
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inue the tradition of synthesizing existing literature,
deﬁning the present, and
shaping the future of qualitative research. The Fifth
Edition contains 19 new
chapters, with 16 revised—making it virtually
a new volume—while retaining six classic
chapters from previous
editions. New contributors
to this edition include
Jamel K. Donnor and Gloria Ladson-Billings; Margaret Kovach; Paula
Saukko; Bryant Keith
Alexander; Thomas A. Schwandt and Emily F. Gates;
Johnny Saldaña; Uwe
Flick; Mirka Koro-Ljungberg, Maggie MacLure,
and Jasmine Ulmer; Maria
Elena Torre, Brett G.
Stoudt, Einat Manoﬀ, and
Michelle Fine; Jack
Bratich; Svend Brinkmann; Eric Margolis and
Renu Zunjarwad; Annette
N. Markham; Alecia Y. Jackson and Lisa A. Mazzei; Jonathan Wyatt, Ken Gale,
Susanne Gannon, and
Bronwyn Davies; Janice
Morse; Peter Dahler-Larsen; Mark Spooner;
and David A. Westbrook.
The instant #1 New York
Times bestseller. In time
for the twentieth anniversary of 9/11, master storyteller
Alan
Gratz
(Refugee) delivers a
pulse-pounding and unforgettable take on history
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and hope, revenge and
fear -- and the stunning
links between the past
and present. September
11, 2001, New York City:
Brandon is visiting his dad
at work, on the 107th
ﬂoor of the World Trade
Center. Out of nowhere,
an airplane slams into the
tower, creating a ﬁery
nightmare of terror and
confusion. And Brandon is
in the middle of it all. Can
he survive -- and escape?
September 11, 2019,
Afghanistan: Reshmina
has grown up in the shadow of war, but she dreams
of peace and progress.
When a battle erupts in
her village, Reshmina
stumbles upon a wounded
American soldier named
Taz. Should she help Taz - and put herself and her
family in mortal danger?
Two kids. One devastating
day. Nothing will ever be
the same.
Is God changeable? Does
He have diﬀerent gospels
for diﬀerent people? The
story of redemption takes
you behind the scenes in
the struggle between God
and Satan. It explains how
the conﬂict began, what
the issues are, and how
the outcome is already assured. It traces the theme
of God's relationship with
man from the garden of
Edan to the return of
Christ and beyond.
Winner of the Grateful
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American Book Prize This
moving story of two
young Union soldiers
“joins other great middle
grade novels about the
Civil War”—an “excellent”
read “for all fans of historical ﬁction who enjoy a
hint of romance.” (School
Library Journal) Leander
and Polly are two teenage
Union soldiers who carry
deep, dangerous secrets .
. . Leander is underage
when he enlists; Polly follows her father into war,
disguised as his son.
Soon, the war proves life
changing for both as they
survive incredible odds.
Leander struggles to be
accepted as a man and
loses his arm. Polly
mourns the death of her
father, endures Andersonville Prison, and narrowly escapes the Sultana
steamboat disaster. As
the lives of these young,
brave soldiers intersect,
each ﬁnds a wealth of
courage and learns about
the importance of loyalty,
family, and love. Like a
River is a lyrical atmospheric ﬁrst novel told in
two voices. Readers will
be transported to the
homes,
waterways,
camps, hospitals, and prisons of the Civil–War era.
They will also see themselves in the universal
themes of dealing with
parents, friendships, bullying, failure, and young

love.
Winner of the 2018 National Book Critics Circle
Award
for
Nonﬁction
Longlisted for the 2018 National Book Award for
Nonﬁction From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Ghost Wars, the epic and
enthralling story of America's intelligence, military,
and diplomatic eﬀorts to
defeat Al Qaeda and the
Taliban in Afghanistan
and Pakistan since 9/11
Prior to 9/11, the United
States had been carrying
out small-scale covert operations in Afghanistan,
ostensibly in cooperation,
although often in direct opposition, with I.S.I., the
Pakistani intelligence
agency. While the US was
trying to quell extremists,
a highly secretive and
compartmentalized wing
of I.S.I., known as "Directorate S," was covertly training, arming, and seeking
to legitimize the Taliban,
in order to enlarge Pakistan's sphere of inﬂuence.
After 9/11, when ﬁfty-nine
countries, led by the U. S.,
deployed troops or provided aid to Afghanistan in
an eﬀort to ﬂush out the
Taliban and Al Qaeda, the
U.S. was set on an invisible slow-motion collision
course with Pakistan. Today we know that the war
in Afghanistan would falter badly because of military hubris at the highest
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levels of the Pentagon,
the drain on resources
and provocation in the
Muslim world caused by
the U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq, and corruption. But
more than anything, as
Coll makes painfully clear,
the war in Afghanistan
was doomed because of
the failure of the United
States to apprehend the
motivations and intentions of I.S.I.'s "Directorate S". This was a swirling and shadowy struggle
of historic proportions,
which endured over a decade and across both the
Bush and Obama administrations, involving multiple secret intelligence
agencies, a litany of incongruous strategies and tactics, and dozens of players, including some of the
most prominent military
and political ﬁgures. A
sprawling
American
tragedy, the war was an
open clash of arms but also a covert melee of
ideas, secrets, and subter-

ranean violence. Coll excavates this grand battle,
which took place away
from the gaze of the American public. With unsurpassed expertise, original
research, and attention to
detail, he brings to life a
narrative at once vast and
intricate, local and global,
propulsive and painstaking. This is the deﬁnitive
explanation of how America came to be so badly ensnared in an elaborate,
factional, and seemingly
interminable conﬂict in
South Asia. Nothing less
than a forensic examination of the personal and
political forces that shape
world history, Directorate
S is a complete masterpiece of both investigative
and narrative journalism.
The Red Queen In a novel
of conspiracy, passion,
and coldhearted ambition,
number one bestselling author Philippa Gregory has
brought to life the story of
a proud and determined
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woman who believes that
she alone is destined, by
her piety and lineage, to
shape the course of history. In The Red Queen, Gregory illuminates the fascinating woman who founded England’s most powerful ruling line, the Tudors:
Margaret Beaufort. The
White Queen Elizabeth
Woodville, a woman of extraordinary beauty and
ambition, secretly marries
the newly crowned boy
king of England. While she
rises to the demands of
her exalted position and
ﬁghts for the success of
her family, her two sons
become the central
ﬁgures in a famous unsolved mystery that has
confounded historians for
centuries: the lost princes
in the Tower of London.
Philippa Gregory brings
the artistry and intellect
of a master writer and storyteller to a new era in history and begins what is
sure to be another bestselling classic series.

